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SYNOPSIS:

Punctured Hope is a revolutionary feature film that exposes the evil of the African continent's antique and 
tribal cultural believe that enslaves, mutilates and sexually abuses virgin girls (TROKOSI). The film is 
based on a real story. The heroin of the film was smuggled out of the shrine when impregnated by the 
fetish priest. The pregnancy was not aborted and the girl returned back to school. She completed her 
studies and now fights to liberate the other 25,000 women who are still locked up in this draconian 
traditional system.

Punctured Hope is a dramatic expose of the enslavement of young girls and women in West Africa. 
Punctured Hope not only reveals the startling ages-old tribal cultural practices that promote the 
continued enslavement, mutilation and sexual abuse of West Africa’s young girls and women, it does so 
with an all-African cast, whose lead actress is, herself, a survivor of these culturally imbedded religious 
beliefs which have affected millions of African women over the past 300 years.

"Punctured Hope" dramatises the dehumanising and traumatising experience, both physical and 
psychological, that victims undergo and questioned the rational for using girls as sacrificial lambs for the 
sins of their relatives. 'Trokosi,' which is practised in parts of the Volta and Greater Accra Regions of 
Ghana, Togo and Benin, is a system where innocent virgin girls are confined to fetish shrines as 
reparation to deities for crimes committed by their relatives.

“PUNCTURED HOPE” - THE MOTION PICTURE:
Status: Completed (2008)

Feature Film: Drama, 35 mm; 91 minutes
Budget: US $5.8 Million

In August of 2005, Award Winning Director Bruno Pischiutta and Daria Trifu went to Ghana to produce 
one of today’s most extraordinary feature film.  Punctured Hope is an exemplary factual evidence of the 
best kind of political film and of “art breaking rules” in order to influence social change.

It is the first Hollywood standard, 35 mm feature film with an all-African cast produced in Ghana by a 
North American company. The cast consists of members of the Toronto Pictures Film Academy of 
Ghana and top, professional Ghanaian film actors. (NO graphic scenes and NO coarse language).

Punctured Hope is a story about TROKOSI, young girls’ slavery and genital mutilation in today’s West 
Africa. It is a film based on the true story of actress Belinda Siamey who plays herself in the role of 
“Edinam”. Siamey, now 24 years old, is presently living in Accra, Ghana and is leading the struggle for 
the liberation of the 25,000 women who remain enslaved through the practice of Trokosi. This dreadful 
practice, has affected millions of African women over the past 300 years.

The protagonist of the factual drama, Ms. Siamey, depicts the main character, Edinam. This valiant 
woman relived her traumatic captivity and the intensifying infliction of abuses, by summoning the 
strength of her unflinching moral fibre and her conviction, in her quest to bring this practice of glaring 
human abuses to a halt.

Entertaining, although dealing with a very sensitive subject, Punctured Hope portrays the real life of an 
African Village and the usual daily existence of its people: they laugh, they cry, they work and they love 
each other. Punctured Hope shows some scenes of black magic, that have never previously been seen 
in a feature film. For one hour and a half, the screen is filled with both very emotional and extraordinary 
visual content - the viewers will see some of the "real" Africa in all its beauty.

The filming took place in a typical village in the Amasaman District of Greater Accra region, in the rain 

forest and in the capital city of Ghana - Accra. 
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DAVID BRANDSTATTER:
Composer

“Punctured Hope” - Original Music Score 

Born in Austria, David Reinhard Brandstätter discovered an early talent for playing and writing classical 
music, being an exceptionally gifted piano player.

Growing up as a film music enthusiast in a musical family with his parents and sister Regina 
Brandstätter, a violinist and violin teacher, David attended piano lessons starting at the early age of six at 
the conservatory of Graz.

In 2001 David Brandstatter graduated at University Salzburg FH MultimediaArt focused on film music 
composition and audio production studying under composers, orchestrators and studio professionals 
Yoon K. Lee, Gianni Stiletto, Martin Löcker and Hannes M. Schalle, as well as music executive producer 
Gary English.
 
After three years of producing audio for New York based international games company Take2 as 
Composer and Sound Designer at Rockstar Games in Vienna, David co-founded a studio company 
named rebrand Music Productions GmbH which is located within one of the most historical film and 
audio production areas in Vienna, the "Filmstadt Wien".

"David Brandstatter composed outstanding music for film and TV productions, as well as for a bunch of 
games, having an exceptional talent for musical storytelling. David´s styles and ideas range from 
Hollywood´s well known orchestral sound to modern genres, without breaking with dramaturgy and 
musical traditions. By now, Brandstätter has composed music using widely varying styles ranging from 
impressive orchestral scores, big sweeping themes, fast paced action cues to modern pop and jazz 
arrangements" - Bethany Reismann

PRODUCTIONS (partial)

“SCREW CREW” – 3-D animated TV Series, Tradewind Pictures New York
Executive Producer & Music Score Composition

“PUNCTURED HOPE” – Feature Film, Toronto Pictures, Canada/USA/Ghana
Music Score Composition

“DRESDEN” - two part TV-Movie, ZDF/Teamworx
Additional Music Score to Harald Kloser, Los Angeles

“STURMFLUT” – two part TV-Movie, RTL/Teamworx
Additional Music Score to Harald Kloser, Los Angeles

“VIENNA PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA", conducted by Bobby McFerrin” “Concert for Europe” 
Album Post Production - Editing / Mixing

"THEME PLANET", 3-D Shortfilm (Producer: Michael Sormann)
Music Score Composition

”MASSAGE” (Pop Production)
Original Composition, Arrangement, Mixing, Mastering

"AINOA" (Feature Film) 
Teaser Music Score Composition
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